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W hile a nesting pair gave birth to 

chicks on the south end of the 

lake, we here on the northwest part of 

the ― L‖ saw as many as 14 loons gath-

ering for conversation and feeding. We 

often hear them 'woofing' or 'barking' 

at each other. The most amusing    

situation we see is a group of 3 or 4 

playing ―Simon Says.‖ As they gather in 

a circle, they mirror each other's     

activity exactly. If one dives, or stands 

and flaps, or peers into the water, or 

dives, or preens feathers, or rows (with 

a foot extended—you‘ve got to see this 

to believe it) they all do. Just delightful! 

They seem to seek human company. 

We love to see them—we love to hear 

them. We hope you do too. □ Photo by Doug Gimler, more at 
www.nekwildlifephoto.com/ 

Photo by  Elaine Holden 

The Loons Are Here!                                                                      By Ruby Jenness and Bonnie and Dave Potter  

T his year it seems we spent most of our time reacting to 

Mother Nature‘s fury and high water with storm after 

storm creating untold damage and frustration.  However, with 

all of that, we have actually made some interesting progress 

developing our strategies to better manage Seymour Lake  

through a season like 2011. My gratitude goes out to Ron Ko-

lar and Tim Buzzell specifically for their relentless pursuit of a 

new Dam Operations Plan. In our next issue, we‘ll talk about 

the dam operation and its influence on lake level and our co-

operative alliance with Great Bay Hydro and the State to make 

things better for property owners. 

We continued to press our case to change our Morgan zoning 

to help provide better buffering space but as I write this, the 

town has not yet acted to make a formal change to the lake 

setback regulations which will help to improve our buffering 

space.  Our plan is to continue to sell the benefits of our rec-

ommended change to the Planning Board, which the SLA 

membership voted in favor of last year. 

At the same time we have begun taking our educational ef-

forts on lakeshore management to the next level and have 

aggressive plans to implement surveys and training sessions 

with professionals like Dayna Cole and Tracey Shadday. Our 

goal is to create a group of owners that can demonstrate to 

their neighbors how simple and attractive replanting your 

shoreline can be without changing the functional utilization.   

Our water quality efforts will continue, however we have some 

concerns about the support we will have available to us from 

the State as their Waterbury testing and laboratory facility was 

severely damaged by the high waters that tore through central 

Vermont after tropical storm Irene.  We wish them the best in 

their efforts to get back to normal, as our relationship with 

these dedicated individuals has been key to our own educa-

tion and knowledge base about the water quality issues we 

face at Seymour. 

With everything we need to accomplish we are making some 

changes to our SLA organization to help bring in new enthusi-

astic participants that may also have personal skill sets that 

we feel will add to our professionalism and effectiveness.  To 

make this happen we are adding to our list of Committees and 

will fill them out as people come forward to help.   

Erik Lessing will  take over the leadership of the Newsletter 

Committee effective with this issue.  From my experience the 

growth of the newsletter has gone hand in hand with the 

growth in our organization and helped to foster our positions, 

build our shoreline relationships, grow our membership, im-

prove our donations and help us gain respect throughout the 

State.  Look for us to continue the effort to make it even better 

and please let Erik or any board member know how we can do 

it better. 

I look forward to another great year for the SLA in 2012 and 

keeping up the fight to improve our lake friendly properties 

and the resultant gain in our water quality.  Thank you for your 

continued enthusiasm and support. □ 

 

President’s Message                                                                                                         by Lyman McWain—President 

Mama or Papa Loon with two chicks at 

the south end of Seymour near the 

nesting platform. These chicks were 

hatched August 6th. Photo Aug. 9th. 

Eleven loons at the north end of Seymour 

on August 26th. This is one of the largest     

collections of loons photographed in one 

group together in memory. 

           November 2011 
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T he Seymour Lake Association Annual Meeting  was held the morning of 

July 23, 2011.  Millie Archer was the guest speaker.  Millie has worked 

to develop  zoning models at the request of the Vermont League of Cities 

and Towns.  She explained that Vermont doesn't have state regulations so it 

is up to municipalities to develop their own.  She explained the details of her 

model plans and said that towns could adjust them to fit particular needs if 

they choose to adopt.  In addition to committee reports the election of board 

officers and directors took place.   Following a discussion, the SLA members 

present voted to reconfirm to the State of Vermont, that the State of        

Vermont and the dam owner, maintain the level of Seymour Lake.            

Specifically, in the summer period of June 1st  to September 15th,  from 6 

inches to 8 inches above the low pin, to achieve the state's target elevation 

of 6.36 inches above the low pin.  Complete minutes of all board meetings 

as well as annual meetings are posted on the Seymour Lake Association 

website. □     

 Annual Meeting                                   by Jean McKenny 

Seymour Lake Association 
P.O. Box 43 

Morgan, VT 05853 

Telephone: (802) 895-2951  
                                 

Officers  July 23, 2011 

President: Lyman McWain      lmcwain@aol.com                     895-4438    cell  203-676-0083 

Vice Pres: Ron Kolar               rkolar@eagle-harbor.com         723-4400            904-261-7976 

Secretary: Jean McKenny       jmckenny@together.net           766-8895            802- 895-2942 

Treasurer: Janet Selby            hjselby@surfglobal.net             895-2951 

 

Directors (Term Ends) 

Ted Jewett                 ‗14       Tim Buzzell                 ‗13          Jim McWain              ‘12 

Allan Wooley              ‗14        Linda Broadwater      ‗13 Erik Lessing                      ‘12  

Steve Massicotte      ‘14       Peggy Barter              ‗13 Kalman Samuels              ‗12  

   

Richard Miller ex-officio (Senior Morgan selectman) 

 

Committee Members  

Audit ………………………………………. Steve Massicotte 

Boating ………………………………….. Tim Buzzell 

Dam/Lake Level ……………………… Ron Kolar, Homer Selby, Tim Buzzell, Steve Massicotte, Erik  Lessing 

Development/Education ………….. Lyman McWain,  Kal Samuels, Tracey Shadday, Peggy Barter 

Fishing ……………………………………. Homer Selby, Ron Frascoia 

Grants …………………………………….. Janet Selby, Peggy Barter, Beth Torpey, Linda Broadwater 

Ice Out ……………………………………. Homer Selby, Janet Selby 

Loon Watch …………………………….. Kal Samuels, Eric Hanson, Bonnie & Dave Potter, Ruby Jenness, Charles ―Woody‖ Woods 

Maps ………………………………………. Ron Kolar 

Membership ……………………………. Ted Jewett, Bruce Barter,  Linda Broadwater ,Tim Buzzell, Gerry Cahill, Erik Lessing, Janet                      

Selby,  Ann Torpey, Ilene Douglas                

Milfoil …………………………………….. Janet Selby, Peggy Barter 

Newsletter ……………………………... Erik Lessing, Jim McWain,  Lyman McWain, Maggie Griffith 

Nominating …………………………….. Ron Kolar, Tim Buzzell, Jim McWain 

Swim Program ………………………... Janet Selby 

Water Quality ………………………….   Peggy Barter, Linda Broadwater, Tom Emery, Bill Kilpatrick, Ron Kolar, Anthony Lazzara,       

  Erik Lessing, Tracey Shadday, Gil Wierschke 

Website ………………………………….    Allan Wooley, Lyman McWain 

 

Note: Name underlined is Committee Chair.  Others are Committee Members. 

Inspectors at the Boat Launch:  Bud Bergh and Reed Hubbard  

Morgan Town Officers 
 
Selectman-     Richard Miller 

                        Robert Guyer 

                        Larry Labor 

 

Town Clerk/Treasurer—Tammy Morin 

 

Asst. Town Clerk—Paula Keenan 

 

North Country School Director— vacant 

 

Listers- Jim Judd 

 Diane Moore 

 Deanna Keenan 

 

School Directors—Tammy Lacourse 

    Kelly Paul 

    Danielle Blake 

mailto:lmcwain@aol.com
mailto:rkolar@eagle-harbor.com
mailto:jmckenny@together.net
mailto:hjselby@surfglobal.net
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 Year End 

2008 

Year End 

2009 

Year End 

2010 

Year to Date 

2011 

Total Membership Units 251 317 329 319 

Number of Donations (with membership forms) 113 130 160 175 

Lakefront Properties with an Active Membership 50.5% 66.2% 69.8% 66.8% 

Number of Members Not on Lakefront Property NA 43 44 47 

              Membership Update                                                                                               by  Bruce Barter            

I  am pleased to report that once again our beautiful        

Seymour Lake appears to be free of any unwanted aquatic 

nuisances (milfoil, water chestnuts, zebra mussels, etc.)  

Through the diligent efforts of Bud Bergh and Reed Hubbard 

(our fishing access greeters) and our 20+ volunteer lake    

patrollers, no incidents have been reported of unwanted    

nuisance species in the lake.  Their continued efforts are 

greatly appreciated, especially in light of the fact that another 

lake in the Northeast Kingdom has experienced a new        

infestation of Eurasian Milfoil this summer. 

Bud and Reed have reported that they inspected          vessels 

and trailers this summer and       of those carried some type of 

vegetation on them.  Of those incidents, there were ___     

cases of milfoil that could have entered our lake if it had not 

been due to their careful inspections. It only takes a small 

fragment to begin a quickly growing plant which multiplies 

rapidly.  They performed over 1700 hours of inspection at the 

access, often starting at 5:00 a.m. and not ending until 6:00 

p.m. from Memorial Day and into October.  

 Our lake patrollers (primarily kayakers) reported that they 

spent a total of well over 100 hours searching the shallows of 

the entire lakeshore for milfoil. Although they did not find any, 

many reported a reduction in other general plant growth but 

an ample amount of algae.  The patrollers are key to keeping 

us aware of trends in our lake and its health.  We work closely 

with Peggy Barter and the Water Quality Committee who also 

spend many hours protecting and trying to improve the quality 

of the water in Seymour.  Our sincere thanks go to all who help 

to make ours such a successful Aquatic Nuisance Program. □ 

Aquatic Nuisance Program Report for 2011                                             by Jan Selby 

The Orleans County Natural Resource Conservation District  

received funding from the 2011 Better Back Roads Grant  Pro-

gram to address erosion and water quality issues on Big Rock 

Road in Morgan. The project installed two culverts and a grass-

and rock-lined ditch along the upper portion of the small back 

road which leads directly into Seymour Lake. The culverts and 

ditching will direct storm water into a vegetated area above the 

lake and keep it from washing the gravel away into the lake,  

resulting in cleaner water. Ben Copans, watershed coordinator for 

the Agency of Natural Resources, provided the technical        

assistance to the project and landowners donated in-kind labor to 

get the project site ready for construction. Shawn Austin, road 

commissioner for the town of Morgan, was contracted to do the 

culvert placement and ditching. For any questions about this  

project, or to learn more about the Orleans County Conservation 

district’s programs, please contact Dayna Cole, district manager, 

at 334-8325, extension 18 or Dayna.Cole@vt.nacdnet.net. — 

submitted by Dayna Cole. 

Better Back Roads grant money helps fix Morgan Road from The Chronicle, 9/14/2011         by Dayna Cole 

               Website                                                                                                                                      By   Allan Wooley 

T he SLA website is one of the 

primary vehicles to distrib-

ute information to members and 

others. It has received over 

14,000 visits since its inception 

three years ago and I want to 

make it ever more useful for eve-

ryone. One of the nice things 

about the site, is how easy it is to 

navigate to get to exactly what 

you want. It‘s very intuitive and 

you can quickly learn what‘s   

going on around Seymour as well 

as technical help for your prop-

erty and your lake. Here‘s just a 

few cool things: 

Go to www.seymourlake.org. 

On the home page, click on the 

picture and see four other  

albums of fabulous pictures of 

Seymour. 

On the home page, click on 

Boat Parade and see many 

pictures of the July 4th boating 

gala. 

Click on BUFFERS also on the 

home page, to see a wide se-

lection of helpful articles to 

improve your property and 

lake. □ 
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High Water Times On Seymour                                                                        by Ron Kolar 

E very spring, Seymour Lake stages up with the normal 

snow runoff and our lake elevation rises considerably. 

Although our lake elevation generally  averages 7.5 inches 

below the high pin (6.5‖ above the Low Pin) in the summer, at 

the end of April the lake stages  up to around 18 inches above 

the high pin as it did in 2007 (which was before the 1 ½ inch 

boards were installed). In 2011 everyone around Seymour 

Lake has been concerned about what they felt were extremely 

high lake levels, after the very heavy rains and snow runoff on 

April 25 and 26, 2011.   Great Bay Hydro, who owns and man-

ages the dam, submits water level data and graphs to the SLA. 

These show the lake was 26.4 inches above the high pin 

around April 27, and this is about 34 inches above normal 

summer lake elevation.   Great Bay also advised that in 1927 

there was a huge flood and that was the highest estimated 

flow at a gage in Newport.  The second highest flood was in 

1936.  

―The Big Storm & Runoff‖ in April 2011 was the third 

highest on record. The pictures below were taken on April 30, 

2011. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For most of the summer of 2011, we experienced lake       

elevations generally in the range of 8 ½ inches above the Low 

Pin.  This was close to SLA‘s request to the State to design the 

dam so our lake levels would be 6 to 8 inches above the Low 

Pin. 

Hurricane Irene: As the hurricane proceeded north up the 

east coast it lost much of its power. Still, when it reached 

northern Vermont, we  experienced significant precipitation. 

Starting on Aug 28, 2011, we had had an extremely heavy rain 

and by the morning of August 29 it resulted in 4.7 inches of 

rain, as recorded at the southeast end of Seymour. This 

caused the lake level to rise from 8.5 inches above the Low 

Pin on Aug 26 to 6.5 inches above the High Pin on Aug 29, or 

a total rise of 12 inches.  (The pins are 14 inches apart). By 

Sept 2, the Lake had dropped to 2 inches above the High Pin, 

and was dropping about 1 inch per day.   

Seymour‘s lake level is an interesting but sometimes          

unpredictable and confusing subject.   Do not hesitate to con-

tact me:    ronkolar@gmail.com.  □     
 

 

The outlet after the lake went down about 2 inches, showing 

water up almost to the top of the top steel beam. Those of you 

who kayak to the outlet, know that the lake is normally about 

the level of the bottom of the lower steel beam. With the two 

beams 27 inches apart, plus the 5 inch thickness of the beam, 

you can visualize how high the water rose this spring. Photo by 

Nancy Bowen 

The dam showing the extreme high water at the discharge 

stream which is on the Echo Lake side of the dam. The dis-

charge water gets almost level to the Seymour side even 

though there is a decent drop from the top of the dam to the 

bottom of the stream. The engineers and hydrologists from 

Vermont ANR say the stream to Echo, being narrow and 

strewn with big boulders, causes a restrictive flow and this is 

the limiting factor in flow going over the dam. Photo by Nancy 

Bowen 

mailto:ronkolar@gmail.com
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O ne of the many efforts of The Seymour Lake Water Quality Committee, is the restoration of natural buffers to the lake‘s 

shore. This is just one of the excellent publications on this issue from Department of Conservation, State of Vermont. You 

can see the entire publication by going to http://www.anr.state.vt.us/dec//waterq/lakes/docs/lpseries/lp_lpseries3.pdf. □ 

Shoreland Restoration                                                                                                  by Peggy Barter 
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E ach year the Water Quality Division of the Vermont      

Department of Environmental Conservation produces a 

Vermont Lay Monitoring Report which reports the results of 

water quality in 54 large Vermont Lakes. Tom Emery is the lay 

monitor for Seymour and it is his results which form the      

Seymour input to this report. This tracking has been going on 

since 1979 and it is instructive to compare Seymour with the 

other 53 lakes. This article is a synopsis of that report. 

First off, Seymour, Willoughby, Caspian, Maidstone, and Echo 

are clearly the most desirable lakes in Vermont as measured 

by their trophic state and size. All five are oligotrophic,     

meaning deep cold water bodies as opposed to the other end 

of the spectrum, eutrophic, characterized as shallow warm 

water bodies. Of the 54 lakes monitored in Vermont, 10 are 

oligotrophic, 32 are mesotrophic, and 12 are eutrophic. Of 

interest is many of the oligotrophic lakes occur in northeastern 

Vermont, while most of the eutrophic lakes occur in the  

Champlain valley and Connecticut River valley. 

Three parameters are commonly measured to determine the 

trophic state of a lake: Water Clarity (Secchi Disc depth),   

Chlorophyll–a, and Total Phosphorus. These parameters are 

interwoven and are the main determinants of a lake‘s water 

quality. The graphs on the right show the average of         

measurements taken since 1979 and give a good comparison 

of how the five lakes stack up. Remember, these are the five 

best lakes in Vermont, the other 49 fall behind. Compared to 

the five, Seymour is about average for water clarity and Total 

Phosphorus but trails in Chlorophyll-a.  

Seymour operates at a disadvantage in that it has the highest 

density of housing surrounding the lake which makes it more 

difficult to achieve the measurements we‘d like. But the water 

quality committee of SLA continuously monitors these three 

parameters to track the trends and proposes solutions such 

as shoreland buffering. 

Go to the state website http://www.vtwaterquality.org/lakes/

htm/lp_volunteer.htm, then Inland Lakes Lay Monitoring Re-

port 2010 to see the entire report. It is very enlightening. □

 

 

 

 

How Seymour Stacks Up                                                                                                   by Erik Lessing 

 

Seymour 
1769 acres 

167 feet max depth 

Morgan, VT 

Willoughby 
1687 acres 

308 feet max depth 

Westmore, VT 

Caspian 
789 Acres 

142 feet max 

depth 

Greensboro, VT 

Maidstone 
745 acres 

121 feet max depth 

Maidstone, VT 

Echo 
550 acres 

129 feet max 

depth 

Charleston, VT 

http://www.vtwaterquality.org/lakes/htm/lp_volunteer.htm
http://www.vtwaterquality.org/lakes/htm/lp_volunteer.htm
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M eet Margaret and Bill Kilpatrick. They purchased their 

get-away home on Wayeeses Shore  approximately five 

years ago after almost giving up on a two-year search to find 

the perfect lake home.  It was love at first sight. The couple 

resides north of Burlington where they both work full time.  A 

trip across the state is worth the drive for a weekend of view-

ing minks, loons, a family of Mergansers and a chance to see 

a bald eagle.     

As a UVM wildlife biologist, Bill was attracted to the Seymour 

Lake area because of the feeling of seclusion the lakeshore 

offers. Surrounded by cedar, balsam fir and maple, the 

Kilpatricks can enjoy a dip in their hot tub in 360 degree pri-

vacy. While sitting on their back deck sipping cold drinks, they 

have a perfect view of the sun setting over the lake, all within 

a frame of evergreens.   

―This is a view I can‘t get in my main home.  We come here to 

get away, not to do yard work‖, explains Margaret, whose only 

lawn management involves trimming low hanging branches 

from trees. 

The Kilpatricks purchased the home from Tom & Andrea    

Ciardelli, who completely remodeled the structure. The original 

camp, built in the 1980s, was built from planks fashioned 

from trees found on the property.  Since there were no       

windows, the building had a dark interior and offered no views 

of the lake. The couple credit builder Conrad Fortin for provid-

ing excellent suggestions for the extensive renovation which 

included turning the upstairs 90 degrees to offer a clear view 

of the lake as well as building layered decking in the backyard.  

They too wanted to keep the natural vegetation along the 

shoreline so that lawn care would be minimal and privacy 

would be maintained. All of the original boulders remain. 

Andrea remarks, ―No perennial garden could match the    

natural stonescape that exists along the lake shore‖.   

With their retirement date uncertain, the Kilpatricks look for-

ward to a time when they can make their get-away a four-

season home. They hope to terrace the side yard to create a 

safer pathway for friends and add plants that will offer food for 

the lake‘s flora and fauna. □ 

Seymour Histories                                                                                                       Story and Photos by Tracey Shadday 

T he second annual Seymour Lake Boat Parade was held 

on July 4th this year.  The parade was conceived in 2010 

by Collin Kwasnik, then a high school junior from                 

Williamstown, Vermont.  This year‘s parade was again         

organized by Collin with organizational support from the Sey-

mour Lake   Association.  The parade started about 10:00 

a.m. off        Rossiter‘s Point where about 30 boats festooned 

with      American flags and banners gathered.  Donations 

were volunteered by many, and proceeds were given to the 

Morgan Church to be distributed to Morgan residents in need. 

The boats proceeded around the lake counterclockwise col-

lecting additional participants as they progressed.  At its peak, 

the event sported about 40 boats, ranging from party barges 

and fishing boats to sleek ski boats and several antique 

woodies. People stood on their beaches and at the end of 

docks to wave and cheer on the procession.  Boat passengers, 

of which there were many, returned the greetings with waves, 

cheers and horns.  As I mentioned at last year‘s SLA annual 

meeting, it was the first time in my 64 years on this pond that I 

have seen such an outpouring of community spirit.  I hope this 

becomes a tradition lasting for many years into the future.  □     

Second Annual Seymour Lake Boat Parade                                                        By Tim Buzzell 

One of the many excellent photos of the Boat Parade taken by 

Jerry Buzzell. More photos of the event can be viewed on the 

SLA web page, www.seymourlake.org. 

Margaret and Bill Kilpatrick at their shore. Their view of Seymour, ―framed in evergreens.‖ 
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          ICE OUT/BLOCK DOWN CONTEST SEYMOUR LAKE 2012 
            _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l           Guess  Date   Time   Circle One                                         l 
           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l             #1            ____________                   ______________                   A.M         P.M.                                      l 

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l             #2            ____________                   ______________                   A.M         P.M.                                      l 

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l             #3            ____________                   ______________                   A.M         P.M.                                      l 

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l             #4            ____________                   ______________                   A.M         P.M.                                      l 

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l             #5            ____________                   ______________                   A.M         P.M.                                      l 

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l                       $5.00 each guess or $20.00 for 5 guesses            Prizes of $200, $100, $50                                     l 

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l                                  Benefit of Seymour Lake Association Milfoil and Other Projects                                                   l 

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l                      Name________________________________      Phone_______________________                               l 

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l                      Address_____________________________________________  City_____________________              l  

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l                      State________________  Zip________________                                                                                        l 

           l                                                                                                                                                                                              l 

           l                     Clip and send ticket  and check payable to SLA to:                                                                                     l 

           l                                                 J.C. Selby, PO Box  43, Morgan Vermont  05853 by March 20, 2012                           l                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

           l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _l               

 

 

 


